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COMPANY PROFILE 
CREATIVE LEADING CORPORATION is a professional creative teamwork, 
focused in upgrading the umbrella in the market for the better lifestyle. It is a new 
company that being assembled by 5 main managers who came from various fields and 
expertise. We bring 10 years of experience in new invention ideas. It is proud of having 
skilled and motivated team member who are highly committed to producing quality and 
creative products. Their "creative of craziest" attitude matched with the company's 
focus that is aim to generate the innovative designs. We also emphasised on ensuring 
consistent product quality and continuous improvement. The innovative approach 
enables us to significantly increase its efficiency and remain competitive in today's ever 
changing market place. 
MISSION 
Our mission is to provide the high quality products for a better lifestyle. 
VISION 
The Malaysian Leader in invention of creative products. 
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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
1.1 BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF THE BUSINESS AND PRODUCTS 
Umbrella is a primarily a device to keep people dry in rain and shade a person 
from the sun. Mostly, it can be seen that umbrella is used by women. In the market, 
there is abundance of designs, colours and functions that can be choose. The 
improvement in our design may lead umbrella to a better user friendly and easy to 
carry to anywhere. Basically, the new invention that we apply to our umbrella is that it 
can expand from the small size to a larger size just by clicking the button provided in 
the umbrella's handle. One of the reasons that we come out with this idea is that we 
notice most of the students carry their own umbrella to the class which the size of the 
umbrella usually is small and fit for 1 person only. By the time of raining, they cannot 
share the umbrella with their friends and we found out, the umbrella's owner also may 
get wet because of the small umbrella. Therefore, our group come with the idea of a 
helping-hand solution by having an expand umbrella. 
As we gather the information that is heeded, we eventually come out with some 
of the fantastic ideas that never had been explored by the other designers out there. 
Our new invention idea is that by having just 1 umbrella, you can share it with your 
friends. The canopy for our umbrella can be enlarged at 2 times. Basically, the size will 
be small that fit for 1 person. Then it can enlarged to the medium size that fit for 2 or 
persons, and again, the canopy can enlarged to the large size that will be fit for 4 or 5 
persons. Other than that, this umbrella can also be a table umbrella. The umbrella's 
weight is not heavy although it has added the canopy enlargement which it is easy to 
be carried to everywhere. 
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